A novel statistical analysis of voltage-imaging data by structural time series modeling and its application to the respiratory neuronal network.
The respiratory neuronal network activity can be optically recorded from the ventral medulla of the in vitro brainstem-spinal cord preparation using a voltage-sensitive dye. To assess the synchronicity between respiratory-related neurons and the breath-by-breath variability of respiratory neuronal activity from optical signals, we developed a novel method by which we are able to analyze respiratory-related optical signals without cycle-triggered averaging. The model, called the sigmoid and transfer function model, assumes a respiratory motor activity as the output and optical signals of each pixel as the input, and activity patterns of respiratory-related regions are characterized by estimated model parameter values. We found that rats intermittently showing multi-peaked respiratory motor activities had a relatively low appearance frequency of respiratory-related pixels. Further, correlations between respiratory-related pixels in rats with such unstable respiratory motor activities were poor. The poor correlations were caused by respiratory neurons recruited in the late inspiratory phase. These results suggest that poor synchronicity between respiratory neurons, which are recruited at various timings of inspiration, causes intermittent multi-peaked respiratory motor output. In conclusion, analyses of respiratory-related optical signals without cycle-triggered averaging are feasible by using the proposed method. This approach can be widely applied to the analysis of event-related optical signals.